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ITB 1920-103 Copy Paper 
 

Questions and Answers 
 
 

1. Question: Does the district have a dock and forklift? 
Answer: The District does not have a dock; however, there is a forklift  

located at the District Warehouse where delivery will be made. 
 

2. Question: Will the district review non-domestic sheets that meet or exceed the  
specification with a letter of deviation?  We have several brands that we 
house locally in Texas that meet and exceed the districts specification that 
would be wonderful options. We hold several national contracts with these 
brands and are confident they would provide the district savings and value. 

Answer: The District will require a sample for any deviation from the bid  
specifications. 

 
3. Question: We see the request for brightness is 95 or better.  Most of the copy  

paper bids we receive have been requested at a 92 bright. We just wanted 
to ensure that 92 bright was not acceptable? 

Answer: The District will require a sample for any deviation from the bid  
specifications. 

 
4. Question: Will it be acceptable to have a minimum quantity order of a  

truckload (840 cases of 10 reams per case) per delivery?  This will ensure 
that we can provide the district the best possible price we can offer. 

Answer: The District wants to make a one-time purchase 22,400 reams of  
copy paper and will allow multiple truckloads in order to obtain the 
22,400 reams. 

  
5. Question: Will the location to be delivered have a dock and a forklift to unload the  

copy paper? 
Answer: The District does not have a dock; however, there is a forklift located at  

the District Warehouse where delivery will be made. 
 

6. Question: Can you tell me approximately how many cases are ordered at a time? A  
pallet? A truckload?  

Answer: The District wants to make a one-time purchase 22,400 reams of copy 
paper which is 2,240 cases on 56 pallets with 40 cases per pallet.  

 
7. Question: Can you confirm there is still a standard loading dock available for  

delivery?  
 Answer: The District does not have a standard loading dock for deliver. 
 

8. Question: Do you need any driver assistance to unload the paper?  
Answer: The driver will need to make sure the paper is at the back of the truck in  

order for Clovis Municipal School Warehouse employees to unload the 
paper with the forklift. 
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